While the Kaldi framework provides state-of-the-art components for speech recognition like feature extraction, deep neural network (DNN)-based acoustic models, and a weighted finite state transducer (WFST)-based decoder, it is difficult to implement a new flexible DNN model. By contrast, a general-purpose deep learning framework, such as TensorFlow, can easily build various types of neural network architectures using a tensor-based computation method, but it is difficult to apply them to WFST-based speech recognition. In this study, a TensorFlow-based acoustic model is integrated with a WFST-based Kaldi decoder to combine the two frameworks. The features and alignments used in Kaldi are converted so they can be trained by the TensorFlow model, and the DNN-based acoustic model is then trained. In the integrated Kaldi decoder, the posterior probabilities are calculated by querying the trained TensorFlow model, and a beam search is performed to generate the lattice. The advantages of the proposed one-pass decoder include the application of various types of neural networks to WFSTbased speech recognition and WFST-based online decoding using a TensorFlow-based acoustic model. The TensorFlow based acoustic models trained using the RM, WSJ, and LibriSpeech datasets show the same level of performance as the model trained using the Kaldi framework. 
Introduction
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been significantly improved in recent years [1, 2, 3] . Many researchers and leading companies have actively engaged in studying speech recognition. One of the reasons for this active research is that various open-source ASR frameworks have been introduced. In the early stages, there was a lot of research on using HTK and Sphinx in ASR based on Gaussian mixture model-hidden Markov models (GMM-HMMs). Recently, as deep learning has been progressively developed, deep neural network-hidden Markov models (DNN-HMMs)-based ASR studies using CNTK and Kaldi have been actively conducted [4, 5, 6, 7] .
Kaldi is currently the most widely used ASR system written in C++. It uses a decoding graph based on weighted finite-state transducers (WFSTs) [8] . Kaldi helps accelerate research and development by providing recipes for various datasets throughout the process, including feature extraction, model training, decoding, and scoring. In addition to recipes, various type of neural network models such as p-norm DNN, long-short term memory (LSTM), time delayed neural Corresponding Author: Ji-Hwan Kim network (TDNN) are provided [9, 10, 11] . However, it is not easy to implement a new type of neural network model that is different from the pre-defined model architectures using Kaldi, because the forward and backward propagation must be implemented based on C++ at the source code level.
While Kaldi is a deep learning framework for speech recognition, TensorFlow is one of several general-purpose deep learning frameworks, which include MXNet, PyTorch, and Theano [12, 13, 14, 15] . State-of-the-art technologies related to DNNs are applied to TensorFlow, which builds a tensor-based computation graph, and is specialized for computation through GPU parallel processing. However, it is difficult to build a WFST-based speech recognition system using TensorFlow because it requires the implementation of many components that are not supported, such as the feature extractor and decoder. Therefore, most TensorFlow-based speech recognition studies are related to convolutional neural network (CNN)-based word recognition, language modeling, and language translation [16, 17] .
Recently, many studies have attempted to bridge the gap between Kaldi and general-purpose deep learning frameworks [18] . PyTorch-Kaldi is a toolkit that links PyTorch, which is a Python-based general-purpose deep learning framework, with Kaldi. In PyTorch-Kaldi, the AM is trained in PyTorch, and all other tasks such as feature extraction, labeling, and decoding are performed in Kaldi. PyTorch-Kaldi is configured so that users can easily define the DNN-, CNN-, and recurrent neural network (RNN)-related models and hyperparameters through configuration. However, in PyTorch-Kaldi, the decoding process for the input utterance is a two-pass search strategy in which the posterior probabilities of the contextdependent phone states through the PyTorch-based AM are stored separately and the stored data is loaded by the Kaldi decoder. Therefore, it is difficult to support online decoding.
In this study, a method for acoustic modeling using both the Kaldi and TensorFlow frameworks is proposed to eliminate the gap between the two. Furthermore, a method to use the output of the TensorFlow AM directly in the Kaldi decoder is proposed so that online decoding can be supported. Using this method, users can focus more on neural network architecture. The code and scripts of the proposed system are open-source. 1 Section 2 describes the procedure for TensorFlow-based acoustic modeling. Section 3 describes a method to integrate TensorFlow-based AM with the Kaldi decoder. Section 4 describes the evaluation process and results from using the TensorFlow-based AM and integrated Kaldi decoder. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.
TensorFlow based Acoustic Modeling
The overall procedure to build a Kaldi ASR system is shown in Figure 1 . The system is divided into feature extraction, GMM training, DNN training, and WFST decoding processes. For the training step, TensorFlow is used for DNN model training and decoding Kaldi is used to obtain the feature and label information for the TensorFlow-based acoustic modeling.
The results of the feature model and label configuration obtained using Kaldi are used for the TensorFlow-based acoustic model. The format transformation is performed based on the feature extraction result from Kaldi and the alignment result, which is applied to the training dataset after the GMM training, so the TensorFlow-based model can be trained. In Figure 1 , the DNN training step and the DNN model, which is learned by the training step, are integrated so that they can be used in the Kaldi decoder. A conversion process for the feature and alignment information obtained from Kaldi to the type used in TensorFlow is described is Section 2.1, and the TensorFlow-based acoustic modeling process is described in Section 2.2.
Features and Labels
The feature vectors and alignment results of Kaldi are stored in an ark format, i.e., a binary file, which is composed of keyvalue pairs. In general, a single utterance is assigned a single key, and the feature sequence and alignment information for the utterance is stored as the value. Figure 2 depicts the process of the transformation of Kaldi features and labels. For each utterance, each feature vector is concatenated according to the left and right context information in each frame, and the corresponding label is extracted from the pdf index of the corresponding frame from the alignment file in Kaldi. In this module, the feature vector and alignment data stored in the Kaldi style are automatically converted by splitting the dataset according to the parameters (context length, feature dimension) provided for the user's convenience. The entire learning data is split into N units and dataset conversion is performed for each unit.
Acoustic Model Training with TensorFlow
Once the features and labels are prepared, TensorFlow-based acoustic model training is conducted. For the neural network model, RNN models provided in TensorFlow, such as the standard DNN, CNN, LSTM, which is a sequence model, or gated recurrent unit (GRU), are used. Furthermore, the stateof-the-art model training technics, like noise-contrastive estimation (NCE), dropout, and batch-normalization, can be used [19, 20, 21, 22] . The output of the neural network model is a probability value for the context-dependent phone state determined in the GMM learning step for the input feature vector. In this step, an archive format dataset is read, converted into a chunk unit consisting of several frames, and used in the neural net learning for the neural net training process in Kaldi and the input vector. 
Integration with Kaldi Decoder
The Kaldi decoder consists of the feature reader, nnetcomputer, and lattice generator as shown in Figure 3 . The feature reader reads a feature vector in ark format, reconstructs the feature vector according to the left and right context length, and transmits it to nnetcomputer. In nnetcomputer, after the posterior probabilities of contextdependent phone states for each frame are calculated through forward propagation, the prior probabilities are multiplied, which is then transmitted to the lattice generator. Accordingly, the lattice generator generates a lattice by performing the beam search algorithm. To integrate TensorFlow-based AM into Kaldi decoder, nnetcomputer must be replaced to a module in which the forward propagation of TensorFlowbased AM is performed.
We propose a server-client model to integrate TensorFlow-based AM into Kaldi decoder. TensorFlow Serving is used to integrate the TensorFlow-based AM into Kaldi decoder [23] . TensorFlow Serving is a toolkit that can easily deploy a trained model into a server-client architecture. When a client sends an http POST request message, which fills the input feature vector in a json format, the TensorFlow Serving server performs a forward propagation of the preloaded neural network model and returns the output value to the client. Figure 3 . shows the structure of the Kaldi decoder integrated with TensorFlow-based AM. Nnetcomputer is replaced with tfcomputer, which includes the client of TensorFlow Serving server. In tfcomputer, chunked feature vectors are serialized in an http POST request message in json format, and the message is sent to the TensorFlow Serving server. The posterior result from the server is deserialized and passed to lattice generator.
Nnetcomputer is a class defined in nnet-compute.cc source code. Nnetcomputer has two main functions: Propagate(), Backprop(). Backprop function is used only in the Kaldi train step, so it is not implemented in tfcomputer. In the Propagate() function of tfcomputer, serialization, http query, and deserialization processes are implemented. RapidJSON is used for serializing and deserializing 1 , and CURL is used for querying 2 , and kaldi-io-for-python is used for feature and label format transformation 3 . 
Experiments
From among the learning materials that are widely used for speech recognition evaluation, three datasets were chosen for our experiments ranging from a small corpus to a large corpus. The corpora that were used in the experiments are RM, WSJ, and LibriSpeech, whose total learning lengths are 9 hours, 80 hours, and 960 hours, respectively. In the recipe provided by Kaldi according to each dataset, the learning was conducted up to the nnet2 model learning. Feature/label set transformation was performed so that the ark-type features and an alignment file that were extracted from Kaldi could be used to train the TensorFlow models. Once the TensorFlow model training was completed the server was operated by using TensorFlow Serving. After this, a test was performed using the integrated Kaldi decoder, and the word error rate (WER) was measured using the Kaldi scorer.
RM
The baseline acoustic model that was used in the RM dataset experiment is the same model that was used in the Kaldi nnet4d3 recipe. This model is composed of two p-norm layers with 1,000 neurons in each layer. The number of pdfs that correspond to the outputs of the neural network is 1,504. The data used for training the TensorFlow model was generated by using the 40-dimensional fMLLR features generated from the corresponding recipe and the alignment created in the tri3b step [24] . A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) consisting of two layers containing 1,000 neurons each was evaluated by conducting the learning with TensorFlow. Table 1 shows the WER of the two models. The TensorFlow-based acoustic model showed comparable performance to that of the Kaldi recipe. 
WSJ
The WSJ and LibriSpeech corpora were used to evaluate the TensorFlow-based MLP, RNN, and LSTM acoustic models and integrated Kaldi decoder [25, 26] . The context lengths of the input features of each model were adjusted to 15, 30, and 60 in the experiments. In the case of the WSJ corpus, the features and labels used to train the TensorFlow models were 40-dimensional fMLLR features that were extracted from Kaldi, and the result of Kaldi tri4b_ali_si284 was used for the alignment. The number of pdfs was 3,352. Test dataset and decoding graph was same as the decode_bd_tgpr_eval92 script of Kaldi recipe. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . The MLP model had four layers with 2,000 neurons each. The RNN and the LSTM models both had two layers with 500 neurons each.
LibriSpeech
In the Librispeech corpus, the features and labels used for training the TensorFlow models were 40-dimensional fMLLR features that were extracted from Kaldi, and the result of Kaldi tri6b was used for the alignment. The number of pdfs that were used for the neural network outputs was 5,704. Test dataset and decoding graph and rescoring LM was same as the decode_fglarge_test_clean script of Kaldi recipe. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . The MLP model had six layers with 5,000 neurons each. Both the RNN and LSTM models had three layers with 1,000 neurons each. This result was similar to the best result of the Kaldi p-norm DNN model with WER 5.5. 
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a method in which the gap between Kaldi and TensorFlow is eliminated, an acoustic model is trained in TensorFlow, and the model is integrated into the Kaldi-based decoder. The acoustic model training is conducted in TensorFlow, and the features, labels, and other WFST-based decoders are obtained through Kaldi. To integrate the learned model into the Kaldi decoder, TensorFlow Serving is used, and a query is sent to TensorFlow Serving to perform a neural net computation in the Kaldi decoder. The pdf probability inferred from TensorFlow Serving is transmitted to the Kaldi decoder, and a lattice is generated through its beam search. The proposed method made it possible for the various type of neural net model to learn in TensorFlow, which addressed the difficultly faced in implementing and conducting a learning process for a new type of neural net model in Kaldi. Therefore, this method is suitable for performing acoustic model studies in the future in a more flexible manner. Furthermore, as online decoding is made possible by using the TensorFlow-based acoustic model, this method can be applied to a product. In future, we plan to apply this method to Kaldi online decoding and nnet3 / chain models. 
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